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Glasses have its own utility in all families, as for drinking tea, cold drink, tea, water, or any other
type of beverages. The use of glass has been in tradition of centuries. Now with the change in day
to day fashion, glasses are also available in so many different shapes, designs and sizes. Now it is
passion of dÃ©cor loving ladies to collect extra ordinary glasses. If you love to collect classy extra
ordinary items then collecting the new type of glasses, is wonderful thing for you. Mostly crockery
stores offer wide collection of fantastic glasses. However Confetti glasses are the great choice of
glass lovers. These glasses have an awesome eye catching look.

If someone is looking for very stylish and socially striking drinking glasses then Confetti glass is
perfect selection for you. These are available in a set of four ultimate class glasses. It is said that
these glasses were designed by Alfredo Garcia-Lucio, a very famous artist who did just the limited
editions. These reasonably priced glasses set of 4 is made from recycled soft drink bottles. These
drinking glasses are beautifully designed with multi color pattern that looks very attractive and
moreover suits for all seasons.

Confetti glass measures 3"x 6â€• and has the capacity of 14 oz. These glasses are very durable and
strong enough thus can be used at outdoor locations also like on terrace, deck or garden. Adore the
table with nice and unique hand-blown Confetti glass set.

Confetti set of glass is not the very new concept for the market however, only the thing is that these
were not so popular earlier but now with the change of fashion these have become the choice of
style smart community. Just serve the beverages in these beautiful glasses and feel the difference
in feelings of guests. These glasses are known specially for ease of use and maintenance.

Confetti glasses are not easily available at city stores; these are available only on selected city
stores. However, you may get the varieties within all colors on online stores. Moreover, there is no
fear of duplicity because it is a class which no one can dare to duplicate. The collection of these
glass is seen as matter of status due to its rare availability. These glasses are available at very
reasonable price. The attractive and secured packing making these glasses an excellent gift option
for any occasion may it be birthday, New Year, Christmas or special day like Mothers Day. Confetti
is not just the glass set; it is different.
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modern nostalgia, peace and love, let it be owl pillow, let it be wallet
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